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Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMPs) are a group of emerging innovative 

therapies covering gene therapies, tissue engineered products somatic and cell therapies, 

including CAR T Cells. ATMPs hold promise as treatments for previously untreatable and 

high burden diseases. Despite considerable development activity in the ATMP field only 10 

market authorization applications were approved in Europe so far, currently six products are 

available for patients on the EU market.  

 

Aims 

The aim of this study was to identified challenges experienced by companies developing 

ATMPs and to asses factors associated by developers with successful market authorization 

and commercialisation.  

 

Methods 

We conducted a cohort study amongst commercial ATMP developers in Europe with at least 

one product in clinical development stage. Via an online survey we collected challenges and 

developer and product characteristics. These challenges were grouped in domains and themes, 

scored by occurrence and analysed descriptively.  

We also conducted semi-structured interviews amongst 22 company representatives. 

Company market authorization and commercialisation actions, strategies, and experiences 

were questioned, as well as how was dealt with the encountered challenges described in the 

cohort study survey. The study sample differed in: ATMP type, development stage, and 

company size. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and coded. Recurring themes were 

classified via thematic content analysis.  
 

Results/Conclusions 

The cohort consisted out of 271 ATMP developers (response rate 38%). Of products in 

development 59% were cell-based therapies and 72% was still in early clinical development. 

Most developers were small, medium-sized enterprises (65%). In total, 243 challenges were 

identified of which most mentioned were: meeting country specific regulatory requirements 

(16%), product manufacturing (15%) and clinical trial design (8%).  

Combining survey and interview results, it seems the European ATMP field is still in early 

development stages. A heterogenic set of developers is developing highly innovative and 

diverse products. Achieving successful ATMP market authorisation and commercialising 

requires more planning and specialised skills compared to more traditional pharmaceutical 

development. Additional to uncertainty in development of novel products, uncertainty is also 

added by high representation of SMEs, Orphan and Paediatric indications. Addressing the 

identified challenges might accelerate European ATMP development. This study can be used 

as a baseline measure. It is important to follow the cohort as they advance towards market 

authorisation and continue post-authorisation. 
 


